
MAGNETIC FABRIC SNAPS

For Thinner Fabrics 
Use Maggies
If a less powerful magnet is 
required for finer lightweight 
fabrics, Maggies Original Fashion 
Magnets are available in two 
smaller sizes in a Twin Pack.

What are Megga Maggies?
The incredible MEGGA MAGGIES are magnetic POWER SNAPS. 
Their patented design is destined to become an essential item  
in every home. They can safely and securely fasten several layers 
of fabric together quickly and are the perfect solution to hanging 
curtains. Their design is so unique they have two patents pending 
and there is nothing similar which will allow a flat piece of fabric 
to be hung on a rigid bar to create curtains that will stay in place 
until removed.

MEGGA MAGGIES consists of three parts: a single metal ring, 
a powerful magnetic ball and a button style cap that snaps on in 
seconds to complete the finished look and protect the magnet. 
Never before have curtains been so simple to hang and 
easy to decorate.

How To Use Megga Maggies
Fold the fabric over with the ring in back and the magnetic ball 
in front to secure, then snap on the “Button” to complete the look 
and protect the magnet.

Note
•  The Magnetic Ball is incredibly 

powerful and can easily pinch 
when fingers become trapped 
between two balls

•  Keep the balls separated from 
each other because they can 
be difficult to pull apart

As with anything magnetic, pacemaker wearers should check with their 
physician before using.

MEGGA MAGGIES are available in four packs of Silver or Gold. 
A product of MyMaggies, LLC.
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curtains can 

be frequently 

changed and 

laundered 

in a snap! 

•  To separate the magnets it is 
easiest if one is in contact with 
another metal object

•  When not in use they should be 
stored in the plastic box which 
is designed to separate them 
from each other


